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NEW ZEALAND NOTES - Bv WARWICK PATERSON

THE MAJOR HENRY DUMAS "NEW ZEALAND"
On Wednesday 15 March 2000, this - perhaps the most important New Zealand
collection to be put up for sale for many years - was auctioned by Spink in
London. As will be seen from the following, the health ofthe world market for
New Zealand stamps was resoundingly confirmed both by the level of interest
and by some of the exceptional realisations achieved for individual items and
across the board.
Henry had been a friend of our company over a period of many years and I well
remember one of the first ports of call for my father when he arrived in England
in 1956 to set up his branch there, was Henry Dumas. We had the pleasure of
staying with Henry three years ago in England and I had the chance to review
the collection then with him, commenting on a number of its outstanding items.
Henry had wide ranging tastes in philatelic material, right from the earliest
letters and handstamps through to spectacular modem errors, all of which were
represented in the Spink catalogue. Henry and Joanna had acquired a
th
magnificent 17 Century house in Wiltshire not far from Stonehenge. The
conversion of adjoining stables had extended the house considerably and with
other modernisation had converted it into a magnificent and comfortable country
home.

The Material
As mentioned last month, perhaps one of the most spectacular realisations was
not among the Full Face Queens at all but involved a stamp which some
authorities in New Zealand claim was never properly issued and almost certainly
never authentically used. This is, of course, the Id Christchurch Exhibition
Claret (S2b in the CP Catalogue) which is catalogued, used at $17,500 (2000
Revision) and of which nine copies only are known to exist, all of them used,
certainly philatelically, on covers addressed to himself by the Exhibition
Secretary, Mr Righton. An unassailable case has been made against these issues
in their used state, being in any sense, postal, by Dr R D Gwynn and yet
notoriety seems to have added allure to them as prime New Zealand collectibles.
With a realisation of$21,500 (NZ) the world collecting market is perhaps saying
that fame, notoriety - and a listing in the Catalogue - is all that is needed for a
high realisation regardless of what the purists may say!
Perhaps I may be permitted as an aside here, that the CP Catalogue - and other
catalogues - in listing such material is reflecting the real world of collectors'
desires and preferences as well as the well-recorded rarity of the items
concerned. However rational the case be made against individual items and
whether or not they conform to philatelic "rules and regulations", the
inescapable fact is that it is collectors who decide what they want to collect and
the price that they are prepared to pay for it. A stamp catalogue like the CP
GOODS AND SERVICES TAX
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volume to be of use to collectors and students of the market, can only reflect
those preferences and that level of demand, as well as recording the facts,
anomalous as that may sometimes be.
Note that in all the realisations that follow, the Sterling realisation is stated
excluding 15% buyers commission and converted to New Zealand dollars at a
rate applying in early June 2000.
Early Letters
Amongst the early letters and handstamps almost all lots sold above their
estimates and some up to twice estimate. Particularly outstanding were early
handstamps dated after 1855 but before 1862 (the "stampless" period).
Lot 10 A cover bearing two very rare Kawhia handstamps dated 1856 sold for
£ 1,400 (NZ$4,500) against an upper estimate of £ 1,000.
Lot 15 Fine strike of the Crowned circle of New Plymouth in red dated 1858
sold for £ 1,000 (NZ$3,225) against an upper estimate of £500.
Lot 28 Dated 1840 headed "Port Nicholson" sold for £500 (NZ$l ,613) against
an upper estimate of £120.
Lot 32 (1852) a cover carried by "overland mail" to Kawhia. Wellington
crowned circle and receiving marks sold for £450 (NZ$1 ,452) against an
estimate of £200.
There is some reason to believe that highly specific New Zealand dealer interest
may have contributed to a number of these realisations.
Chalon Head Die and Plate Proofs
Here the realisations were not as impressive. Except in the case of Lot 37, a set
of Full Face plate proofs in blocks of four and another Hausberg reprint set from
the Id to the 1/- (7) in blocks offour which sold for £1,000 (NZ$3,225) against
an upper estimate of £200.

S.G.31/- "LONDON" UNUSED
£12,000 (+15%)
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Full Face Queens
In the London Prints the best of the lds (SOl) sold for £5,500 (NZ$17,740)
against an upper estimate of £2,500.
Among the 2d Londons the realisations were well up to estimates but an
horizontal strip of three went for £850 (NZ$2,742) against an upper estimate of
£300. Among the Shillings a magnificent unused example with four big
margins sold for £12,000 (NZ$38,71O) against an estimate of £10,000. Even
more impressive, a strip of three, despite marks on reverse and a defect and
heavy central obliterator markings, sold for £12,000 (NZ$38,7l0) against an
estimate of £6,000. Lesser lots of the 1/- went for reduced realisations. An
example of SG3b the 1d Orange unused attributed to Richardson, printed on
paper with watermark, large star, imperforate, sold for £11,000 (NZ$35,485)
against an estimate of £10,000. Among the Richardson blue paper printings, the
better used 1ds achieved approaching or above twice estimate and lot 68, an
unused example of the 1/- Green on blue paper with four margins, horizontal
creases, sold for £6,000 (NZ$19,355) against an upper estimate of £3,000. This
is a very rare stamp which is able to achieve high realisations despite the visible
damage to its fabric. Lot 74, an example of the 1/- SG6 bisect on piece, sold for
£1,300 (NZ$4,193) against an estimate of £200. In the Richardson white paper
prints, anything with very good condition, margins, or appearance went for up to
and beyond twice estimate and notable was lot 87, the 1/- Blue-Green (SG 17)
which sold for £6,500 (NZ$20,968) against an estimate of £2,500.

S.G.6a 1/- RICHARDSON BLUE PAPER - BISECT
£12,000 (+15%)
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Throughout the sale the "lotted" material containing a number of examples of
the same or differing values sold particularly well to dealer interests.
Experimental separations in the Richardsons were very popular, achieving
generally better than estimate, particularly in the 1/-. However, in the later
experimental separations (roulette 7, serrate 16 or 18, pin perf 10, Y roulette 18,
square roulette 14) due to the activities of one major buyer prices went through
the roof with figures of twice estimate and even three times estimate or more.
The experimental separations were indeed an eye-opener. Pelure paper printings
were strong as were perforated 13 and other sub varieties, with everything
achieving well over estimate. The same trend carried right through the Full Face
Queen section with, once again, a great premium being placed by several buyers
on "Omnibus" lots comprising a selection from each category of Full Face
Queen printings. These latter lots regularly achieved two to three times the
upper estimate and this sort of performance for this issue at auction can only
suggest a great shortage of top material in the marketplace. Later perforated
issues were more modest with exceptions for one or two rare or very superior
copies.
Keen and competitive interest was shown in just about all lots right across the
board. To some extent, the interest seemed a little indiscriminate and with so
much trade interest in the sale I find myself pondering the significance of that.

TWOS.G.] ONCOVER-£15,OOO(+]5%)

"It is a great pleasure to receive a prompt and courteous reply, which is
quite a rarity in these times." - (N - Bay of Plenty)
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Full Face Queens on cover
Two copies ofSG 1, the London Id on cover, fetched £15,000 (NZ$48,385)
against an upper estimate of £12,000. The SG6 bisect lot 262 sold for £12,000
plus 15% (NZ$38,710 plus 15%). This is a remarkable realisation and vastly
exceeds the prices for both the London and Richardson blue paper bisects on
cover (SG3a and SG6a - £9,000 each) which were the most recent comparable
offerings in a major (private treaty) sale held several months ago in the UK.
Clearly, there are extraordinary forces at work in this market. Two lovely
covers, 1872-1873 to Switzerland (one a combination cover) fetched amounts of
£5,800 and £5,200 respectively (NZ$18,710 and NZ$16,775). We can all
underestimate. The upper estimates on these last two lots were just £2,200
against a combined realisation of £11,000 plus 15% buyer's commission! In fact
the covers were strong across the board with a few minor exceptions. A "saved
from the wreck of "Wairarapa"" which is believed to be the sole example of the
small handstamp recorded, sold for £1,300 (NZ$4,200) against an upper
estimate of £250. There followed a huge selection of manuscript cancellations,
before the sale moved into the later issues.
Realisations in the First and Second Sidefaces were considerably more muted
and generally in line with estimates. There were exceptions, however, and these
included perforation varieties in the Second Sidefaces. Realisations picked up
considerably moving into the 1898 Pictorial issue with full estimate or 10%20% above estimate commonplace. Much the same comment applied to the Yzd
Green Mt Cook and 1d Universal and George V colour trials, die proofs, essays
and plate proofs produced some exceptional valuations (up to twice estimate).
George V stamps were mixed with estimate generally indicating accurately the
level of realisation. The 1935 Pictorial collection mint and used on leaves, went
for three times estimate and interest was generally sustained throughout this
section. Modem varieties were mixed with estimates generally holding sway,
the sophistication of the modem market for modem New Zealand errors is very
apparent in the spread of realisations in this group. Put another way, the modem
buyer of modem New Zealand errors is very savvy about what is good and what
is not.
All in all the Dumas sale was an example of what a major "name" collection can
achieve at auction on the world market. The flurry of interest and really
competitive level of bidding in the saleroom will probably, in retrospect, tum
out to have been something of a watershed for classic and early New Zealand
issues. I think that Henry Dumas - a kindly and quite private man - would have
been delighted with the excitement his treasures attracted.

"I have been a client of yours for many years, as your records will show,
and have always had complete satisfaction - your catalogue is excellent
and I use it continuously" - (JB - Wellington)
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QUO VADIS PHILATELY
Ken Lewis (UK) responded (by the Internet of course) to my
thoughts last month:
I must let you know that I agree, in general, with your thoughts in the
recent edition of the CP Newsletter. I consider the main hurdle to
introducing stamp collecting to the younger general falls with the
Victorian attitude of the local clubs. I found that they are very ingrained
in their outlook, and are very much tied up with competition rules. What
I personally found was that anyone who proposed any new, or novel, idea
into the club's hierarchy was immediately told that it was against the
rules, surely each of us can collect what we want and more importantly
how we want. To be told how to display one's collection (or part of the
collection) is going back to the days when there was only one style of
stamp album, but now with so many different choices the individualism
of the individual is being stifled and not moving with the times. Once the
hobby of philately is modernised then, and only then, will the younger
generation be tempted to become a stamp collector.
My personal recollection is when I joined a local club, I showed some
older members part of my collection and they all thought it was nicely
presented, but they all said that it could not be shown because the rules
did now allow any colour to be used except white and of a certain size.
The colour of my album pages is sky blue, and each page is designed by
myself and I personally do not like white, it does absolutely nothing for
me, but that is my individual viewpoint and the collection belongs to me
- nobody else.
An analogy is someone saying that you cannot advertise your product or
services unless it has a white background, is of a certain size, etc. do you
think that you would comply with this regulation in the general world, I
don't think so as you would not be allowed to use gold in your logo and
every advertisement would look the same.
I am no longer a member of this club, but am still a member of a national
club that allows free expression of the individuals work. Until the
'Fuddy-Duddies' become modernised (or into the real world) the hobby
of philately will go the way of many things - and die. This will put a
strain on every dealer throughout the world as the number of collectors
get older the market will reduce. At the end of the day the dealers will
lose their income until they either voluntary cease to exist or go bankrupt.
I would say the answer lies with the stamp collector, not the dealer
because dealers are the professionals and do what they can to encourage
the hobby, as well as their customers, and have little time left to be called
upon to work on the promotion of the hobby. The stamp collectors need
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to get out of their chairs and tell the world, and not write to stamp
magazines telling tales of woe about the hobby. It needs to be told to the
general public who know very little about what the hobby involves,
informing people of the same persuasion is of no use - it just falls on deaf
ears. I am equally guilty of this situation, but I collect as I wish - no
rules except my own, and nobody else has to be regulated by them. This
is why you could call me a 'Lone' collector, even though others know
about my hobby.
As one person put it, philately is all about sharing and not only stamps
but also ideas, thoughts, novelties, etc. A hobby ifnot shared will die
never to be resurrected.
Many people in GB complain to stamp magazines and the Royal Mail
about the flood of issues that have been made recently, they are not
listened to as the Royal Mail is (as is New Zealand Post) a business and
philately is a very small percentage of their income. Once the public
starts complaining it is only then that business starts to listen. If the
public decided to use an alternative method of sending and delivering
mail for one month then the Royal Mail, and New Zealand Post would sit
up and listen,
RADIO LICENCE REMINDER CARDS (cont)
from Ron Ingram

RADIO

LICENCE

REMINDER

,Yourradlo -licence expired on the date shown on the front of thi, cord and
should be re"ewed without delay, either at a money-order Post Office or by
remittance to this office. Cheque, ,hould be made payable to th, Chief
Postmaster and crossed, exchange being added if necessary.
FEE:

305. per annum

If .You are not renewing your licence you should dismantlo your set. Notificlifion regarding
dismantling or change of addrsu should be indicated in the relative space below and the
card forwarded in an unstamped envelope to fhe office shown on the fronl hereof.

I

Station Dismantled

Sign.d,
Oat.:

I have changed my address to:

_
._~M_M_MM

_

Signed:._... _~ __
Dato:...

.....__....._ ..... _ .....

._

FOR BETTER LlSTENING.-Advance programmes of all radio stations are printed each
week in the New Zealana Listener.
Subscriptions may be paid at any money-order post-office.
Ten shillings for si .. month •.
r4o,ooo/9/S4-J78S2 J
Twenty shillings for twal.,e months.

r.t.-2IS

The Licence has reverted to being spelt with a 'c' and the Annual radio licence fees
and the subscriptions to the Listener have all increased.
The next known example of the Radio Licence Reminder post card is quite
different to all of the earlier examples. The size has increased to almost 4" x 6"
but the card is still cream. The Post Office emblem now appears on the front. The
small circular Official Paid has the Official Paid in straight lines in the centre.

NINE

~,
70FFICIALj
1 PAID /

e~

v~

\

_ _M_r_K_c_n_n_e_t-:h_J-::...._MeN augh t '- ~ \

627 Grey St ••

\

')'

llJ'\.!'4ILTON.

\

\

\

C3\

\

The provision for the recording of the expired licence number is now rubber
stamped in red on the lower left comer of the card. Tel-218 appears on the front
and reverse of this card also.

RADIO LICENCE REMINDER
L

,."._ ~

Please note that your radio licence No.
expired on ...........and should be renewed without
'.. ~ ..,
delay, either at a money-order Post Office or by remittance to this office.
Cheques should be made payable to the Chief Postmaster and crossed. exchange being added if necessary. This card, or your expired licence, should
be produced at the time of renewal or sent with your remittance.

FEE: 305. per annum
If you are not renewing your licence you should dismantle your set. Notification regarding dismantling or change of address should be indicated below and the card forwarded
in an unstamped envelope to this office.

Station dismantled

I have changed my address to:

Signature: ...
Date: .....

..I .... ··

Signatu reo.
Date:

..

FOR BETTER L1STENING.-Advance programmes of all radio stations are primed each week in the
New Zeolond Listener. Subscriptions-thirteen shillings for six months or twenty-six shillings {or twelve
months-may be paid at any money-order Post Office.
750,ooo/8/j6-674n H

rel.-118

This card is from a printing of750,000 made in August 1956. The annual fees
remained the same as the 1954 card but the subscriptions for the Listener
increased.
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The following is a summary of the Radio Licence cards known:
Tel-218

1,000,000
500,000
400,000
500,000
750,000

3/39
3/40
3/43
9/54
8/56

- 21147
- 19698
- 11775
- 37852J
- 67472H

(licence)
(license)
(license)
(licence)
(licence)

As the printing figures show that large quantities were printed quite regularly there
are probably many more examples of these Radio Licence Reminder post cards to
be recorded.

FIFTY YEARS AGO
by Campbell Paterson
From the Newsletter July 1950

Sight-Sorting the 1935 Pictorials - 2Y2d Mt Cook
We have before us, we will suppose a large pile of unsorted copies, used
and cleaned off paper. Run through these and remove all on coarse
(wood pulp) paper. These are all 569c and should be watched for the "stalk"
flaw on the flower nearest to the left side of the figures "2'12". (Incidentally,
a top left corner block from the sheet, without the flaw on Row 1 No.1, is
quite a good item, either mint or used). In 569c, re-entries of a rather
minor nature can be found, mainly affecting the frame lines.
It is now essential to sort out the Single Watermark stamps amongst those

still before us. To anyone with a grasp of "mesh" this is very simple but for
others, the "curling test" should help. Stamps which tend to curl so that
the ends (not the top and bottom) come towards each other, are probably
Single Watermark. Try it out for yourselves. However, unless the mesh is
the guide the benzine tray must be the final judge. We now have two piles,
Single and Multiple. Leaving the latter for the moment, we have to divide
the Singles into two perfs, the 13-14 x 13'12 and the 13 1/2 x 14. These two
perfs are very important, being found in other values as well and the
difference between them can be in value a matter of pounds.

Editors note: CP was referring to Stanley Gibbons listings as the CP
Catalogue did not exist at that time.
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ELEVEN
1962 - THE CENTENARY OF THE TELEGRAPH IN NEW ZEALAND
When photogravure as a stamp printing process made its appearance in New
Zealand stamps after WWII, not everybody was pleased with the gradual transition
from recess-engraved methods. Nevertheless, photogravure produced some of the
most interesting philatelic specialisation of the modem era and the 3d Telegraph
stamp of 1962 is a prime example. This issue contains many flaws and major
retouches, much of them highly visible to the naked eye and "collectible". The
following is an unusually comprehensive sampling as such material hardly ever
surfaces. All copies - very fine, used. (Code indicates "Thirkell" (grid) position).
508 (a) R2/1(E1) Retouch near the first post, lower left side, small
retouch
$ 2.50
(b) R2/6 (All) Small retouch at the top ofn of "nd" in the sky $ 2.50
(c) R3/1 (AS) Vertical parallel green lines run through the back
of the hand. Also small retouch above Z against the
$ 5.00
frameline
(d) R3/6 (B5) Prominent retouch on the hill just to the right of
the forefinger and also major retouch within the d of
$ 6.50
Zealand - spectacular
$ 2.50
(e) R4/6 (A7) Small retouch between the E and W of "New"
(f) R5/1 (E1) Prominent retouch midway between the first
$ 3.25
lamppost on the left and the frameline
(g) R6/5 (AS) Spectacular major retouch extends most of the
space between the wand Z in the sky at the top of the
$ 5.00
design
(h) R6/6 (A9) A small retouch joins the bottom of the e and the
$ 4.00
a of Zealand
(i) R10/2 (B9) White spot below the e of Zealand on the
hillside - prominent
$ 5.00
G) Rll/2 (A2) Listed variety, major touching up in green
$ 7.50
colour on the back of the hand - graver dots
(k) Rl3/1 (G4) White spur on the T of "Telegraph". Small
$ 3.00
photogravure flaw
(I) Rl3/2 (F5) Small retouch below the keyboard close to the
$ 2.50
row of telegraph poles
(m) R14/1 (E5) Listed flaw, a row of dots in green drops down
across the keyboard from the Morse key. This is a very
major constant photogravure flaw
$10.00
(n) R14/4 (B6) There is a major retouch on the hillside between
the hand and the row of telegraph posts coinciding with the
$ 4.00
top group of trees
(0) R14/5 (BS) There is a major retouch on the hillside directly
$ 3.00
below the Z
(P) R15/3 (A5-6) There is a hairline dropping down from the
upper frameline over the Ne of New. Another major naked
eye flaw
$ 7.00
(q) R15/4 (A9) Another major listed flaw. Huge retouch over
$12.50
the ea of Zealand. Very spectacular
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(r)

R16/1 (E1) Major retouch by left frameline towards lower

trees
(s)
(t)

$ 5.00
$ 5.00

R19/1 (BS) "The Palsied Hand" dots on forefinger

R19/4 Huge retouch below keyboard and above telegraph
poles
(u) R20/3 (B8) Perhaps the most spectacular of all of the
retouches. This appears below the space between the wand
Z in the sky just above the horizon. Very major naked eye
retouch and indicative of this type of photogravure plate
revision work
(v) R7/S (A7) Major retouch above the w of New. Similar to
above - spectacular
3c Purangi
Another selection of fine used examples showing flaws and retouches
509 (a) ODSa Selection of flaws and retouches in fine used. All
items are fully identifiable, the set contains large white flaw
under r of Purangi. Major retouched area to the right of
right hand flower, major vertical area of background
weakness, below 3 of 3c, huge screen disturbance behind
Purangi stretching 60% of the width of the stamp. Retouch
over n of Purangi, retouched area to the right of the upper
flower in the background. Lovely set
(b) Another set this time containing mainly plated items.
R317 White flaw over the d of Zealand in the background,
prominent white flaw over the P ofPurangi. 0115 small
flaw on the Z of Zealand (very obvious). R13/1 Very large
flaw over the top of the Z of Zealand. R13/9 Major
retouched area in the background above Z. R14/3 White
flaw over the c of3c. Rl5/8 (the celebrated "gnomes
head") flaw white clearly shaped flaw to the left of the top
of the upper flower. One of the most "character filled"
flaws in all New Zealand philately, flaw over the ra of
Purangi in the background
Plus major retouch to "gnomes head" flaw to complete the
set - lovely item

$ 5.00

$12.50
$10.00

$ 5.00

$25.00
$15.00

SPECTACULAR FINE USED
BLOCK OF FOUR
2S(a) L7c 1941 4d Mitre Peak perf 14 line. This is the only
1935 Pictorial to be printed by Waterlow & Sons and then
forwarded to De La Rue & Co for perforating. It was not a
large printing, a high proportion of which were overprinted
Official. It is scarce. In this fine genuine used block of fourDarfield July 1944 - it is very scarce................. $1,250
See Illus. Opposite

THIRTEEN

FIRST SIDEFACES
Attractive listing across the board. Some extremely favourable pricing.
ld Lilac
810 (a) CIa Wmk W3, HM, p12Y2, mint. Magnificent unhinged
example in lilac - extremely attractive
or lightly hinged, Dull Lilac (centred right)
Deep Lilac part OG, sl crease
or unused (no gum) the set: Lilac; Dull Lilac; Deep Lilac superb display
(b) CIa ditto. Fine Used. Nice commercially used examples and
indisputably genuine. Lilac
Attractive pair
Dull Lilac. Good CD
Deep Lilac - absolutely magnificent
or with slightly heavier postmarks the set of three shades
(superb buying)
811 (a) Clb ld Wmk W3, HM, plO x 12Y2 in Lilac, lightly hinged
(Catalogued $200) centred high and left
or copy with unperforated right (selvedge) margin, LH
or unused copy of superb appearance
(b) CI b Fine used, magnificent lightly marked copy, good colour
and centring (Catalogued $75)
or Clb(x) commercially used copy with irregular compound
perf (one side perf 10) - a most presentable copy with heavier
marking (indisputably postal!)
812 (a) Clf ld ditto. Wmk W3, HM, p12 x 11 Yz, Mauve-Lilac in
lovely lightly hinged
or Pale Mauve-Lilac - superb LH
or unused copies in set of three shades: Mauve-Lilac; Deep
Mauve-Lilac; Pale Mauve-Lilac
or presentation copy with comer lines cancellation
(b) Clf ld ditto used. Lovely set in superb commercially used:
Mauve-Lilac; Deep Mauve-Lilac; Pale Mauve-Lilac
(Catalogued $45)
or the same set in copies with heavier postmarks (3)

Lot 25a

$175
$ 75
$ 25
$ 30
$
$
$
$

20
40
15
25

$ 20
$150
$100
$ 25
$ 60

$ 10

$ 65
$ 55
$ 25
$ 90

$ 35
$ 15

FOURTEEN

2d Rose
814 (a) C2a Wmk W3, HM, p12Yz in Deep Rose. Extraordinary copy
UHM. One of the most beautiful in the offering, centred a little
$150
high but colour exquisite (Catalogued $175)
$ 75
or in lightly hinged Rose
$ 75
Pale Rose $75; Deep Rose
or unused copies of magnificent appearance, the set of three
shades: Rose; Pale Rose; Deep Rose (UHM Catalogued $525)
$ 30
or C2a(y) lightly hinged copy with part OG, paper blued. Deep
Rose
$ 95
or presentation copy (comer cancellation)
$ 95
(b) C2a used. Superb set in fine commercially used, the three
$ 50
shades (Catalogued $65)
$ 15
or in commercialIy used (heavier postmarks) - the three
or fine used on cover (no flap and slightly tom (Richmond
$ 35
AP23 77 to Thorpe)). Light marking, good appearance
or C2a(x) Wmk inverted, superb appearance, light marking
$ 75
(Catalogued $100)
or C2a(y) very fine used example with light marking. Paper
$ 50
blued (Catalogued $60)
815 (a) C2b ld Wmk W3 HM, plO x 12Yz, commercially used
$ 75
example (slightly smudged postmark) (Catalogued $200)
816 (a) C2c ld ditto Wmk WI HM, p12Yz printed on "large Star"
paper. MAJOR VARIETY VLH copy of magnificent
appearance with abnormally small star. Authenticated by the
$875
late K J McNaught and not recorded by us previously
or unused copy - highly attractive
$ 50
(b) Very fine used example with indisputable commercial postmark $ 35
or copy with slightly heavier commercial mark
$ 15
or copy with fault
$3.75
817 (a) C2f 2d Wmk W3, HM, pl2 x 11 Yz. Very fine, lightly hinged
$ 50
example in Rose (Catalogued $75)
$ 75
or magnificently centred LH copy
Lightly hinged copies with faults - the set of three: Rose; Deep
$ 35
Rose; Pale Rose - magnificent appearance in all cases
(b) C2f 2d ditto. Fine commercially used set of the three shades lovely material
$37.50
or as above copies with heavier commercial markings$3.75
good appearance and nice of the shades (Catalogued $45)
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3d Deep Brown
818 (a) C3a Wmk W3, HM, p12Y2. Lovely example in UHM, perfect
centring
or ditto, centred slightly left
or magnificent 2LH 2UH block of four. Heavy application
of gum has caused some gum flaking but the block is precisely
"as issued" and carries our unconditional recommendation.
Magnificent (Catalogued $1,300)
or lovely lightly hinged example, perfect centring
or example unused - lovely appearance and worthy of
exhibition
or copy overprinted specimen
or presentation copy with comer cancellation

819

(b) C3a ditto. Very fine used example, obliterator mainly clear of
face
or commercially used example with slightly heavier postmark
or heavy postmark
(a) C3b 3d Wmk W3 HM, pIO x 12Y2. Unused example of fine
appearance
(b) C3b ditto. Superb used example slightly O/C but utterly
genuine of the period and of the issue (Catalogued $150)
or fine commercially used example. Again typical of the
period
or not-so-fine copy with heavier marking or fault

WANTED TO BUY
"The NEW ZEALAND STAMP COLLECTOR" Magazine
We are seeking to purchase early copies, from the 1920s, of the New
Zealand Stamp Collector magazine, now published by the Royal
Philatelic Society of New Zealand, Wellington. If any CPNL readers
have early odd copies, as per the list below, in their philatelic libraries,
we are offering $20 each.

5 I 1 , 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 , 7 ,8 , 9 , 12
6/2,3,6,8,11,12
7 I 11 , 12
8I 2 ,6
9 I 8 , 10
10 /1-2 , 3 , 5
Payment $20 each (for required copies as above list).

$375
$350

$1,250
$225

$ 35
$250
$200
$125

$ 95
$ 35
$ 25
$120

$ 95
$ 20

SIXTEEN

HANGSELL PACKS
In a most unusual set of circumstances we fmd that we are able to offer a complete
coverage of all the hangsell packs issued to date by New Zealand Post. These packs,
which were developed for the convenience of the stamp-using public in New Zealand
by New Zealand Post, have a unique appeal. A number of them are extremely scarce
and even when they were originally issued we were only able to obtain supplies
literally by getting out and pounding the footpaths around the streets of Auckland in
order to obtain supplies in ones and twos from individual Post Offices. These latter
are scarce and desirable material. A number of the packs contain blocks of stamps
which were obtained from surplus supplies produced in "Jumbo Rolls" by New
Zealand Post to assist in the mechanised stamping of First Day Covers. Much of this
type of material is completely unique to the hangsell packs and as it was issued
generally by New Zealand Post throughout New Zealand in Post Shops, it qualifies
umeservedly for recognition in the CP Catalogue. The Catalogue numbers that
follow and the sub listings "X", "W", etc., refer to the listing in the CP Catalogue.
Bracketed numbers [10] etc., refer to the size of the block of stamps comprised in
these inclusions.
1996 Scenic Pictorial Definitives
$40.00
PEII/16a (i)
(X) [10] two rows offive designs
$50.00
(W) Hangsell pack containing (X)
1997 New Zealand's Wackiest Letterboxes
$20.00
PD77/86a
(Z) [10] two rows of five designs on plain backing
$50.00
(Y) Hangsell pack containing (Z)
1997 Creepy Crawlies
PD87/96a
(Z) [10] two rows of five designs on plain backing
$15.00
(Y) Hangsell pack containing (Z)
$30.00
1998 Greetings
$ 9.00
(i) PD97-102 (2 x 3) on plain backing (6 designs)
PD97/106a
$ 6.00
(ii) PDI03-106 (2 x 2) on plain backing (4 designs)
$30.00
(Z) Hangsell pack containing (i) and (ii)
1998 Town Icons
$10.00
(i) [10] 2 x 5 on plain backing (10 designs)
PDl07/116a
$30.00
(Y) Hangsell pack containing (i)
(X) Ten (all towns) "local" hangsell packs each
containing 24 of that town's design in blocks of four
(Paeroa and Ohakune in pairs). (Cat $600)
$500.00
2000 Kiwiana II
PD117/126a
(Z) [10] 2 x 5 on plain backing (10 designs)
$15.00
$25.00
(Y) Hangsell pack containing (Z)
1999 Rugby Super 12
S650/659a
(Y) 5 x se-tenant pairs diff. designs on plain backing $10.00
(X) Hangsell pack containing (y)
$25.00

The CP NEWSLETTER is a confidential source of information for philatelists and collectors.
Published by CAMPBELL PATERSON LTD, Auckland New Zealand. Subscriptions NZ$45.00. ISSN 1172-0166
All lots offered in this newsletter are unconditionally guaranteed as genuine and as described.
They are offered subject unsold and will be sent on approval to known clients. Postage is additional.
GST not included (NZ only).
The information contained in this newsletter is private to subscribers and unauthorised reproduction is expressly forbidden.
Postal orders to PO Box 5555 Auckland 1. New Zealand.
To obtain more detailed descriptions of the material offered in this newsletter
or to place orders, phone us COLLECT 64-9-379 3086 or Fax 64-9-379 3087
or Email: service@cpnzstamps.co.nz
Our web site is: www.cpnzstamps.co.nz
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Overseas clients phone (toll free) UK:0500-893 975; USA: 1800-434-8185
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